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Abstract
In this work, the role of reduced graphene oxide (rGO) with hyperbranched surfactant and its hybridisation with multiwalled 
carbon nanotubes (MWCNTs) and platinum (Pt) nanoparticles (NPs) as counter electrode (CE) were investigated to determine 
the photovoltaic performance of dye-sensitised solar cells (DSSCs). Sodium 1,4-bis(neopentyloxy)-3-(neopentyloxycarbonyl)-
1,4-dioxobutane-2-sulphonate (TC14) surfactant was utilised as dispersing and stabilising agent in electrochemical exfoliation 
to synthesise graphene oxide (GO) as initial solution for rGO production prior to its further hybridisation and fabrication 
as thin film. A chemical reduction process utilising hydrazine hydrate was conducted to produce rGO due to the low tem-
perature process and water-based GO solution. Subsequently, hybrid solution was prepared by mixing 1 wt% MWCNTs into 
the produced rGO solution. TC14-rGO and TC14-rGO_MWCNTs hybrid solution were transferred into fluorine-doped tin 
oxide substrate to fabricate thin film by spraying deposition method. Finally, the CE films were prepared by coating with thin 
Pt NPs. Photoanode film was prepared by a two-step process: hydrothermal growth method to synthesise titanium dioxide 
nanowires  (TiO2 NWs) and subsequent squeegee method to apply  TiO2 NPs. According to solar simulator measurement, 
the highest energy conversion efficiency (η) was achieved by using CE-based TC14-rGO_MWCNTs/Pt (1.553%), with the 
highest short current density of 4.424 mA/cm2. The highest η was due to the high conductivity of CE hybrid film and the 
morphology of fabricated  TiO2 NWs/TiO2 NPs. Consequently, the dye adsorption was high, and the photovoltaic performance 
of DSSCs was increased. This result also showed that rGO and rGO_MWCNTs hybrid can be used as considerable potential 
candidate materials to replace Pt gradually.
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1 Introduction

Dye-sensitised solar cells (DSSCs) are third-generation 
solar cells, which have attracted attention since its inven-
tion by O’Regan and Grätzel in 1991 [1]. DSSCs are 
developed to replace silicon-based solar cell and reduce 
the usage of fuel or gas for electricity. These cells are used 
due to their high energy efficiency with low cost and sim-
ple fabrication, thereby their potential for industrial fab-
rication [2]. DSSCs are consisted of four parts: an anode 
electrode (photoanode) coated with semiconductor layer, 
a photo sensitiser (dye), an electrolyte-containing redox 
couple and a cathode electrode [counter electrode (CE)]. 
The illumination of photon-containing sunlight to photo-
anode causes the adsorbed dye on semiconductor layer to 
excite electrons. The excited electrons on semiconductor 
layer are subsequently transferred to photoanode substrate 
by diffusion [3], and they move further to the CE substrate. 
The amount of electrons transferred to CE, known as short 
current density (JSC), determines the energy conversion 
efficiency (η) of DSSCs. Accordingly, dye adsorption and 
electron transfer highly depend on the morphology and 
crystallinity of semiconductor layer and thin CE film [4, 
5].

CE displays an important role in DSSCs by facilitating 
electron transfer from photoanode to complete the cur-
rent cycle. Platinum (Pt) nanoparticles (NPs) are common 
materials used as CE due to their high electrocatalytic 
activity and electrical conductivity [6]. High η of 12.3% 
is achieved by using Pt as CE [7]. The utilisation of Pt as 
CE should be reduced and eventually replaced with other 
materials because it is an expensive and easily corroded 
material. Several carbon-based materials, such as activated 
carbon, single or multiwalled carbon nanotubes (MWC-
NTs) [8], graphene and graphene oxide (GO) or reduced 
GO (rGO), were investigated to replace Pt due to their low 
cost, relatively good electrocatalytic activity and resist-
ance to corrosion [9]. Dobrzanski et al. [10] fabricated 
MWCNTs CE thin film by using spin coating technique 
and achieved a η of 5.97%. Moreover, Ramasamy et al. 
[8] achieved high η of 7.59% when using MWCNTs CE 
film fabricated by spray coating method. The usage of GO 
and rGO as CE material either by Hummers’ or exfoliation 
method also presents relatively high η [11–14]. Recently, 
an η of 4.72% is achieved by using rGO as CE [15]. GO 
exhibits low η (1.59%) [12] due to its high oxygen func-
tional groups; consequently, the electron transfer resist-
ance increases, and the DSSC performance decreases.

GO synthesis using Hummers’ method provides many-
step procedures in thin film fabrication due to the pow-
der form of synthesised GO, which needs the addition 
of dispersing agent. The utilisation of strong acid, toxic 

chemicals and complex synthesis procedures also restrict 
and make this method complicated [16]. Electrochemi-
cal exfoliation method, which utilises acidic or sulfuric 
electrolyte, offers a simple GO synthesis procedure and an 
advantage due to a large-scale production in the solution 
form from a single-synthesis process [17, 18]. An environ-
ment-friendly synthesis by using water as solvent, which is 
assisted with surfactant for intercalation and stabilisation 
of graphite layer, provides a low cost and safe procedure. 
According to previous work [13, 14], the surfactant tail 
number significantly affects the quality of produced GO. 
The triple-tail surfactant promotes triple interaction dur-
ing exfoliation process, thereby producing thinner layer 
than that of single-tail surfactant. Less agglomeration on 
the rGO layer is also achieved due to its improved disper-
sion and stabilisation role on the produced rGO solution. 
However, η of DSSCs based on GO or rGO CE thin films 
is relatively lower than that when Pt is utilised as CE. 
To improve the performance, the hybridisation between 
carbon-based materials, such as GO- or rGO_MWCNTs, is 
widely investigated. With their hybridisation, these materi-
als display higher η (6.91%) than that of pristine rGO or 
MWCNTs film due to the larger surface area and higher 
electrical conductivity of the former than that of the latter 
[19]. Nonetheless, η is still lower than that of the conven-
tional Pt CE film (12.3%) [7].

Furthermore, several Pt improvements, such as fabrica-
tion method, material modification and hybridisation with 
other materials, were also performed to achieve high DSSCs 
efficiency. Song et al. [6] combined urea in Pt fabrication 
by homogeneous deposition method with subsequent reduc-
tion using ethylene glycol; they achieved 9.34% DSSCs 
efficiency. They also found that small Pt particles highly 
increase catalytic activity due to the large surface area. Baj-
pai et al. [20] showed that ~ 27% Pt loading combined with 
graphene yields higher efficiency (2.91%) than that of ~ 34% 
Pt loading (~ 2.79%). Therefore, less Pt loading results in 
increased DSSCs performance when it is hybridised with 
GO or rGO. Pt hybridisation with carbon-based material is 
still a subject of investigation to obtain high η.

In the present work, rGO and MWCNTs coated with 
thin Pt NPs (10  nm) were hybridised to compare the 
resultant product performance with those of pristine rGO, 
MWCNTs and Pt NPs film as thin CE film. MWCNTs 
and rGO were produced using similar procedures in pre-
vious study [20–26], in which MWCNTs are produced 
from waste cooking palm oil (WCPO) as precursor by 
modified thermal chemical vapour deposition method 
[28]. In previous works [27–32], WCPO-based MWC-
NTs were investigated for their use as nanofillers in natu-
ral rubber latex with customised hyperbranched sodium 
1,4-bis(neopentyloxy)-3-(neopentyloxycarbonyl)-1,4-diox-
obutane-2-sulphonate (TC14) surfactant for application in 
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supercapacitor electrodes. This result showed that the pro-
duced WCPO-based MWCNTs can be potentially applied 
as electrode materials in electronic device. Additionally, 
rGO is produced by utilising triple-tail TC14 surfactant. 
The TC14-rGO CE thin film presents higher η than that 
of rGO film produced by utilising commercially avail-
able single-tail sodium dodecyl sulphate surfactant due to 
its thin and agglomerated free rGO layer produced from 
triple-tail TC14 surfactant; consequently, the electrolyte 
diffusibility is enhanced [13, 14]. Hence, in the present 
work, GO was initially synthesised by using the simple 
electrochemical exfoliation method with the aid of TC14 
surfactant. Chemical reduction process was carried out by 
adding a small amount of hydrazine hydrate as reducing 
agent to produce rGO. The fabrication of pristine MWC-
NTs and TC14-rGO and their hybridisation (TC14-rGO_
MWCNTs) were carried out by using the simple and easy 
controlled spraying deposition method, which is suitable 
for various sizes and kinds of substrates [33]. CE thin film 
was subsequently coated with Pt NPs (10 nm) to improve 
the rGO conductivity and catalytic activity. To the best of 
our knowledge, this study is the first to report about the 
utilisation of MWCNTs from WCPO and their hybridisa-
tion with TC14-rGO prior to coating with thin Pt NPs as 
CE thin films for DSSCs application.

The morphology of photoanode material is also important 
in the photovoltaic performance of DSSCs due its role in dye 
adsorption, which determines the amount of excited elec-
tron. Titanium dioxide  (TiO2) is a widely used and potential 
semiconductor layer for photoanode.  TiO2 exhibits better 
performance in DSSCs application than that of zinc oxide 
(ZnO) [34–36]. The large surface area of  TiO2 NPs results in 
high dye adsorption. Thus, these NPs are recommended for 
DSSCs. Recently, 1D  TiO2 nanostructures, such as nanorods 
(NRs) [3, 37], nanotubes [38] and nanowires (NWs) [5, 39], 
gain considerable interest for their application as DSSCs 
photoanode due to their improved light harvesting ability, 
less grain boundary, slow electron recombination and fast 
electron transport [5, 40].  TiO2 NWs perform better than 
 TiO2 NRs due to their large surface area. In addition, the 
mixed-phase  TiO2 nanostructures as photoanodes become 
remarkable materials for development due to their improved 
photovoltaic performance [5, 14, 41]. The deposition of 
anatase  TiO2 NPs by spray pyrolysis deposition and its paste 
by screen-printing method presents higher η than that of the 
pure phase (rutile) [5, 42]. In the present work, rutile  TiO2 
NWs synthesised by hydrothermal growth method [39] and 
anatase  TiO2 NPs fabricated by squeegee method [43] were 
used as bottom and upper layers of photoanode layer, respec-
tively. These methods were selected due to their low cost and 
simple fabrication. The novel combination of highly conduc-
tive hybrid CE thin-film-based TC14-rGO_MWCNTs with 
low Pt loading (10 nm) and rutile-anatase mixed-phase  TiO2 

NWs/TiO2 NPs resulted in improved DSSCs performance 
due to the enhanced photovoltaic performance.

2  Materials and methods

2.1  Fabrication of CE thin film

GO synthesis was carried out by electrochemical exfoliation 
method with customised triple-tail TC14 surfactant [13, 14]. 
Two graphite rods as starting materials were immersed in 
water-based electrolyte solution (0.1 M) and connected to 
7 V DC power supply for 24 h exfoliation time. The excess 
oxygen functional groups in GO were chemically reduced 
by utilising hydrazine hydrate as reducing agent at 100:1 
(GO:hydrazine hydrate). This reduction process was per-
formed for 24 h at ~ 95 °C to produce rGO (TC14-rGO). 
Pristine MWCNTs and hybrid solution were prepared by 
dispersing 1 wt% MWCNTs into ethanol and TC14-rGO, 
respectively, and stirring for about 1 h to ensure that MWC-
NTs were well dispersed in the solution. The produced 
TC14-rGO, MWCNTs and TC14-rGO_MWCNTs solution 
were deposited onto preheated (120 °C) clean fluorine-doped 
tin oxide (FTO) substrates by spraying deposition method 
using an airbrush at 10 cm distance between the nozzle and 
the substrate. The film was annealed at 400 °C for 1 h in 
ambient argon. The thickness of fabricated pristine TC14-
rGO was ~ 50 nm, while the pristine MWCNTs and TC14-
rGO_MWCNTs hybrid presents thicker films of ~ 80 nm. 
The experimental designs of the TC14-rGO and TC14-
rGO_MWCNTs hybrid thin film fabrication are presented 
in Fig. 1a. The clean FTO substrate and fabricated TC14-
rGO and TC14-rGO_MWCNTs thin films were coated with 
10 nm Pt NPs using coater sputter Quorum Q150R S. Hence, 
the TC14-rGO_MWCNTs/Pt and TC14-rGO/Pt films pre-
sent ~ 90 and ~ 60 nm, respectively.

2.2  Fabrication of mixed‑phase  TiO2 nanostructures

Mixed-phase  TiO2 nanostructures were synthesised by 
hydrothermal growth [39] and squeegee method [43], 
respectively; these nanostructures contained rutile  TiO2 
NWs and anatase  TiO2 NPs at the bottom and upper pho-
toanode layers, respectively. The hydrothermal solution 
was prepared from hydrochloric acid (HCl), DI water and 
titanium butoxide (TBOT) at 1:1:0.03 ratio. FTO substrates 
were placed at 45° against autoclave wall with the conduct-
ing surface facing downward before pouring the hydrother-
mal solution. The hydrothermal growth of rutile  TiO2 NWs 
was allowed at 150 °C for 20 h. The synthesised film was 
rinsed with DI water and dried at room temperature prior 
to annealing at 450 °C for 30 min. The  TiO2 NPs paste was 
prepared from titanium (IV) oxide, ethanol and titanium 
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(IV) isopropoxide (TTIP) and sonicated for 5 min. The paste 
was well mixed to obtain little agglomeration. The obtained 
paste was applied on rutile  TiO2 NWs film using a glass rod 
by squeegee method. The films were heated at 150 °C for 
10 min and annealed at 450 °C for 1 h. The experimental 
design of the mixed-phase  TiO2 nanostructure fabrication is 
displayed in Fig. 1b.

2.3  Fabrication of DSSCs

DSSCs fabrication was firstly performed by immersing 
mixed-phase  TiO2 nanostructures as photoanodes into N719 
dye (0.3 mM) for 24 h. The dye solution was prepared by 
dissolving N719 powder into acetonitrile and 1-butanol (1:1, 
v/v). When the dyed photoanode was rinsed with ethanol to 
remove the residues and dried at room temperature, the pho-
toanode and thin CE film were assembled, and an electro-
lyte was poured into the space between them. 1,2-Dimethyl-
3-propylimidazolium iodide, which contains triiodide/iodide 

redox couple, was used as electrolyte. The assembled film 
was measured by solar simulator device. The experimental 
design of DSSCs fabrication is illustrated in Fig. 1c.

FESEM-Hitachi SU8020 and EDX-Horiba EMAX 
were used to investigate the morphologies and elemental 
compounds of fabricated photoanode and CE thin films. 
HRTEM-JEOL JEM 2100, XRD-Bruker D8 Advance 
and micro-Raman spectroscopy (Renishaw InVia Micro-
Raman System) were utilised to investigate the structural 
properties. Diffrac.eva V4.0 software was used to deter-
mine the phase, crystallite size and crystallite percentage 
from XRD data. The integral (I) breath measurement was 
preferred rather than the full width at half maximum due 
to its accuracy. The film thickness determination was done 
by using Ellipsometer. The optical and electrical properties 
of fabricated film were measured by Agilent Technologies 
Cary 60 UV–Vis, four-point probe equipment with Keithley 
2636A as sourcemeter and Leios TMXpert software as data 
analysis. Solar simulator Oriel Sol 1A under 1 M solar 

Fig. 1  Schematic diagram of a various reduced graphene oxide 
(rGO)-based counter electrode (CE) thin film fabrications, b hydro-
thermal growth method of  TiO2 nanowires (NWs) and squeegee 

method of  TiO2 NWs/TiO2 nanoparticles (NPs) photoanode film and 
c dye-sensitised solar cells (DSSCs) fabrication
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Fig. 1  (continued)
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illumination was used for DSSCs efficiency measurement. In 
addition, EIS analysis (Potentiostat Galvanostat (Auto Lab), 
PGSTAT12/30/302) was also used to investigate the charge 
transfer resistance of fabricated DSSCs.

3  Results and discussion

3.1  FESEM, EDX and HRTEM analyses

The morphologies of fabricated  TiO2 NWs/TiO2 NPs pho-
toanode film determined by FESEM are shown in Fig. 2. 
Dense and uniform  TiO2 NWs were successfully grown 
on the entire FTO substrate without any crack (Fig. 2a). A 
close view shows that the synthesised  TiO2 NWs are con-
sisted of tetragonal crystal structure with a diameter range of 
47.6–226 nm (Fig. 2b). This tetragonal shape may be attrib-
uted to the abundant  H+ and  Cl− resulting from the decom-
position of highly acidic HCl solution, which promotes the 
slow hydrolysis rate during the hydrothermal process and 
becomes an important factor in growing crystalline  TiO2 
NWs [44, 45]. The precursor type used for the hydrothermal 
solution also affected the morphologies of produced  TiO2 
NWs films. The use of TBOT offered medium hydrolysis 
rate compared with those of titanium tetrachloride  (TiCl4) 
and TTIP:  TiCl4 > TBOT > TTIP; this result supported the 
requirement of slow hydrolysis rate for  TiO2 NWs produc-
tion. Moreover,  TiO2 NWs showed rough surface on the 
upper end of NWs, which provided an advantage for light 
scattering and electrolyte penetration. The rough surface 
increased the light scattering and trapping effect, thereby 
increasing the absorbed photon and exciting many electrons. 
A rough surface also suggests a highly hydrophilic surface, 
which increases the electrolyte penetration and consequently 
accelerates the dye regeneration [46]. The perpendicular 
direction of synthesised  TiO2 NWs to the FTO substrate was 
clearly observed on the cross-section view, with an average 
thickness of 3.29 µm (Fig. 2c). This result was attributed to 
the substrate positioning during hydrothermal growth; the 
vertical substrate position prevented the excess nucleating 
centres and promoted the perpendicular direction of  TiO2 
NWs. The epitaxial growth of  TiO2 NWs was also supported 
by that  TiO2 and FTO display similar crystal structures [44].

The uniform and porous structure of  TiO2 NPs with par-
ticles closely adhering was evident when they were applied 
on  TiO2 NWs (Fig. 2d). The average  TiO2 NPs diameter 
was ~ 25 nm, which corresponded with that of titanium 
(IV) oxide particle size used as starting material for  TiO2 
paste (Sigma Aldrich, 718467). This observation was in 
good agreement with that of previous study, which also uti-
lised  TiO2 NPs as upper photoanode layer [5, 14, 43]. The 
 TiO2 NPs on  TiO2 NWs closely adhered without any gap, 
and they were not easily collapsed or peeled off due to the 

appropriate TTIP molar ratio (0.1 M) used in paste prepara-
tion (Fig. 2e). The total thickness of  TiO2 NWs/TiO2 NPs 
was 15.6 µm, with approximately 23% thickness (3.62 µm) 
from  TiO2 NWs.  TiO2 NWs in  TiO2 NWs/TiO2 NPs samples 
were thicker than those of pure  TiO2 NWs (3.29 µm), which 
may be due to the effects of annealing treatment on  TiO2 
NWs after hydrothermal synthesis. During annealing, the Ti 
compound, which may still remain in the  TiO2 NWs sample 
even after rinsing process, was further grown; consequently, 
its thickness was 0.33 µm, which was 10% thicker than that 
of non-annealed  TiO2 NWs film. In this work, the thick 
 TiO2 NPs (~ 12 µm) with porous structure promoted the 
high amount of dye adsorption, which increased the number 
of excited electrons. Further EDX analysis confirmed tita-
nium (Ti) and O (oxygen) as elemental compounds of pure 
 TiO2 NWs and  TiO2 NWs/TiO2 NPs photoanode film. The 
higher Ti atomic percentage of  TiO2 NWs/TiO2 NPs sample 
(28.83%) than that of pure  TiO2 NWs (28.30%) was due to 
the addition of  TiO2 NPs. The O atomic percentages of pure 
 TiO2 NWs and  TiO2 NWs/TiO2 NPs photoanode film were 
71.70 and 71.17%, respectively, as shown in Fig. 2f and g, 
respectively.

The FESEM images of various CE thin films (TC14-rGO, 
MWCNTs, TC14-rGO_MWCNTs hybrid, TC14-rGO/Pt 
and TC14-rGO_MWCNTs/Pt) are presented in Fig. 3. The 
thin layer of TC14-rGO is evidently stacked on FTO sub-
strate, as shown by the yellow arrow (Fig. 3a). The utilisa-
tion of triple-tail surfactant resulted in highly wrinkled and 
crumpled-tissue-like morphology on the rGO basal plane 
with less agglomeration. This was believed due to the role 
of surfactant tail number, which the triple-tail TC14 sur-
factant promoted triple higher interactions between the tail 
surfactant number and the graphite layers thus efficiently 
oxidized and exfoliated the graphite layer during GO syn-
thesis as compared to the commercial single- or double-tail 
surfactant. This observation also confirmed the efficiency 
of TC14 surfactant in promoting the rGO layer stabilisa-
tion, where the wrinkled structure prevented the layer from 
restacking. The successful oxidation during exfoliation pro-
cess was supported by the fold-up rGO layers, which are 
shown in red arrows. The transparent layer is shown with 
bright colour in the edge part of rGO layer (pointed by blue 
arrow), which may be due to the resultant defect after reduc-
tion process and the isolated oxygen reaction sites; this layer 
also confirmed the thin layer of produced rGO [13, 32]. Such 
result was also verified with the HRTEM images showing 
fold-up layers on the edge plane (Fig. 3b). The thin layer 
of TC14-rGO was in good agreement with that of previ-
ous work, which shows ~ 2−4 layers of produced TC14-rGO 
[14]. With regard to the pristine Pt CE thin film, Pt NPs 
evenly covered the entire FTO substrate without eliminating 
the FTO grain boundaries due to the thin Pt coating of only 
10 nm (Fig. 3c). This observation was further confirmed by 
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Fig. 2  FESEM images of the a top view, b diameter range and c cross section of  TiO2 NWs, d top view of  TiO2 NPs, and e cross section of  TiO2 
NWs/TiO2 NPs. EDX analysis result for f  TiO2 NWs and g  TiO2 NWs/TiO2 NPs
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high stannum (Sn) atomic percentage (92.54%) as the FTO 
substrate compound over the Pt atomic percentage (7.46%) 
analysed by EDX (Fig. 3d).

The thin-layer TC14-rGO (Fig. 3a) became thick when 
it was coated with Pt NPs, as shown in Fig. 3e. Pt NPs uni-
formly covered the entire TC14-rGO layers, as shown by the 
red arrows. A close view shows that Pt NPs closely adhered 
to the TC14-rGO layers and formed a small cluster, with an 
average diameter of 4.96–8.93 nm (Fig. 3g). This value was 
in good agreement with the result obtained by Fang et al. 
[47]. The small size of Pt NPs and the cluster yielded a better 

performance than that of large size particle (> 10 nm) [20]. 
EDX analysis revealed the higher carbon (C) atomic percent-
age (62.35%) than that of O (36.13%). This result also con-
firmed the successful reduction process by hydrazine hydrate 
to reduce oxygen functional groups from TC14-GO solution 
(81.98% of O content [14]), as performed in previous study, 
and characterised a rGO. Low Pt atomic percentage (1.51%) 
further verified the thin Pt coating (only 10 nm) of TC14-
rGO/Pt sample (Fig. 3f).

Pristine MWCNTs from WCPO thin film showed bundles 
formed from many individual MWCNTs. The diameter of 

Fig. 3  a, b FESEM and HRTEM images of TC14-rGO; FESEM 
images and EDX analysis of c, d Pt NPs and e, f TC14-rGO; g diame-
ter of Pt NPs; h FESEM images of MWCNTs; and FESEM and EDX 

analysis of i, j TC14-rGO_MWCNTs and k, l TC14-rGO_MWCNTs/
Pt CE thin film. (Color figure online)
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these MWCNTs was in the range of 44.4–104 nm (Fig. 3h). 
When MWCNTs were hybridised with TC14-rGO, small 
bundles of MWCNTs cluster were observed strongly stacked 
on TC14-rGO layer, which provided high surface area for 
TC14-rGO_MWCNTs film [48]. TC14-rGO acted as a 
binder and bound each individual MWCNTs. The empty 
are in pristine MWCNTs sample shown in Fig. 3h was filled 
with TC14-rGO, as shown by the purple rectangle in Fig. 3i. 
MWCNTs also prevent the TC14-rGO layer aggregation by 
occupying the internal spacing of rGO layers [49]. Accord-
ing to the EDX analysis, the higher C atomic percentage of 
TC14-rGO_MWCNTs (70.67%) than that of pristine TC14-
rGO (66.66% in previous result [14]) was caused by the high 
C content of MWCNTs (Fig. 3j).

When Pt NPs were used to coat the TC14-rGO_MWCNTs 
hybrid film, it covered the entire film, as shown in Fig. 3k. 
Pt coating was performed to increase the catalytic surface 
area and the photocatalytic activity of the film. A higher C 
atomic percentage (70.50%) than that of O (26.71%), a rGO 
characteristic (Fig. 3l), was also observed. This value was 
similar to that of TC14-rGO_MWCNTs film.

3.2  Micro‑Raman spectroscopy

The micro-Raman spectra of  TiO2 NWs are shown in Fig. 4. 
The synthesised  TiO2 NWs were in rutile phase, as con-
firmed by three Raman active modes of rutile; these modes 
are expressed as A1g + B1g + Eg from the observed peaks at 

Fig. 3  (continued)
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615, 147 and 452 cm−1, respectively [37, 50–53]. The A1g 
and B1g modes are caused by the antisymmetric and sym-
metric bending vibrations of O–Ti–O, respectively; Eg is 
attributed to the O–Ti–O symmetric stretching vibration in 
 TiO2 [54]. The multiple phonon scattering due to the dis-
ordered lattice occurred at 240 cm−1, which indicated the 
nanometer scale of  TiO2 NWs; these results also confirmed 
the observation in FESEM images [37].

The micro-Raman spectra of TC14-rGO, Pt and TC14-
rGO/Pt CE thin films are presented in Fig. 5a. The TC14-
rGO spectra showed the D-, G-,  G+- and 2D-band peaks 
at 1356, 1586, 1622 and 2718 cm−1 respectively. D-band 
occurred due to the internal structural defects caused by 
vibration of C atoms with dangling bonds, which suggested 
the amount of defects or disorder in the sample. This band 
was also attributed to the sp3 hybridisation of C, which was 

Fig. 4  Micro-Raman spectra of 
rutile  TiO2 NWs

Fig. 5  Micro-Raman spectra of a pristine TC14-rGO, Pt and TC14-rGO/Pt and b pristine MWCNTs and their hybridised (TC14-rGO_MWCNTs 
and TC14-rGO_MWCNTs/Pt) CE thin films
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related to A1g mode symmetry [40, 55, 56]. The G-band 
resulted from the vibration of sp2-bonded C atoms and 
corresponded to E2g mode. This peak also characterises a 
C material, and it can be used to estimate the rGO layer 
number [57]. According to the equation ωG = 1581.6 + 11/ 
(1 + n1.6) [58], where ωG is the G-band position, the layer 
number of TC14-rGO was 1.95; this value confirmed the 
thin rGO layer and proved the HRTEM images of previous 
work (~ 2−4 layers) [14]. The observed peak at 1622 cm−1, 
which represented the  G+-band, indicated high disorder 
or defect level (both on the basal and edge planes of rGO 
layer); this defect was the crumpled-tissue-like structure of 
the film illustrated in FESEM images. Such defect is due 
to the intravalley double resonance process, and it con-
firmed that the intercalation process is promoted by triple-
tail TC14 surfactant during oxidation and the hydrazine 
hydrate during reduction [57]. The last peak at 2718 cm−1 
(2D-band) can also be used to estimate the layer number 
of rGO. According to the spectrum, the observed high and 
sharp peak confirmed the thin rGO layer demonstrated 
by FESEM and HRTEM images (Fig. 3a, b). The shifted 
peaks of TC14-rGO (1356, 1586, 1622 and 2718 cm−1) 
observed in this work compared with those of previous 
work [14] on TC14-GO (1355, 1585, 1619 and 2714 cm−1) 
showed the successful reduction process.

When TC14-rGO was coated with Pt, all peaks were red 
shifted to 1373, 1595, 1639 and 2719 cm−1 for D-, G-,  G+- 
and 2D-bands, respectively. The  G+-band was still evident 
in TC14-rGO/Pt even after Pt coating, which confirmed 
the high-level defect on the sample. The defect level of the 
sample can be determined by calculating the intensity ratio 
of D- to G-band peak (ID/IG). The calculated ID/IG ratio of 
TC14-rGO/Pt film showed a value (0.62) lower than that 
of pristine TC14-rGO (0.70). The difference may be due to 
the Pt coating, which adhered closely to TC14-rGO layer, 
thereby affecting the spectrum. Overall, TC14-rGO and 
TC14-rGO/Pt showed high ID/IG value, which indicated 
high-level defect after the reduction process on TC14-GO 
[59]. This result also verified the effectiveness of hydrazine 
hydrate in removing some parts of oxygen functional groups, 
which was also supported by the high C atomic percentage 
shown in EDX analysis (Fig. 3f) [60, 61].

The micro-Raman spectra of pristine WCPO-based 
MWCNTs and its hybridisation with TC14-rGO and Pt NPs 
are displayed in Fig. 5b. Overall, the MWCNTs-based CE 
thin films presented the same A1g symmetry radial breath-
ing mode (RBM) as the main characteristic of SWCNTs 
observed in the low frequency of ~ 242.3 cm−1 [49, 62]. 
The detected RBM peaks confirmed the low (< 2 nm) inter-
tube diameter of synthesised CNTs [28]. Moreover, a peak 
observed at ~ 629 cm−1 is due to the intense laser irradi-
ance [62]. The ID/IG ratio was used to investigate the CNTs 
graphitisation degree, which was high (0.80); this value 
indicated low graphitisation and confirmed the multiwalled 
CNTs synthesised from WCPO [63, 64]. The pristine MWC-
NTs showed a sharp D-, G- and 2D-band peaks at 1342, 
1575 and 2679 cm−1, respectively. When MWCNTs were 
hybridised with TC14-rGO, the D-, G- and 2D-band peaks 
were red shifted to 1352, 1583 and 2692 cm−1, respectively. 
This result indicated that the interactions between MWCNTs 
intertubes decreased due to the physical constraints caused 
by the addition of TC14-rGO between the individual MWC-
NTs [65]. The ID/IG ratio of TC14-rGO_MWCNTs exhibited 
a lower value (0.64) than that of pristine MWCNTs film. The 
difference was due to the gradual incorporation of ideal sp2 
MWCNTs structure into high-defect rGO [66]. Furthermore, 
the D- and G-band peak widths were slightly wide (91 and 
57 cm−1) due to the disorder between TC14-rGO hexago-
nal structure and MWCNTs [67]. The D-band peak width 
became narrow (48 cm−1) when the TC14-rGO_MWCNTs 
film was coated with Pt NPs. The ID/IG ratio of TC14-rGO_
MWCNTs/Pt was also decreased to approximately 0.45 due 
to the Pt coating. This result was also consistent with that of 
TC14-rGO/Pt sample, which presented lower ID/IG ratio than 
that of pristine TC14-rGO. The D-, G- and 2D-band peaks 
of TC14-rGO_MWCNTs/Pt were blue shifted to 1347, 1573 
and 2679 cm−1, respectively. The summary of the micro-
Raman peaks of CE thin films is presented in Table 1.

3.3  XRD analysis

The XRD patterns of synthesised  TiO2 NWs and fabricated 
 TiO2 NWs/TiO2 NPs photoanode films are shown in Fig. 6. 
Figure 6a illustrates that the synthesised  TiO2 NWs film was 

Table 1  Micro-Raman peak 
summary of fabricated CE thin 
films

No. CE thin films D-band 
 (cm− 1)

G-band 
 (cm− 1)

G+-peak  (cm− 1) 2D-band 
 (cm− 1)

ID/IG

Peak Width Peak Width Peak Width

a TC14-rGO 1356 75 1586 52 1622 2718 60 0.70
b TC14-rGO/Pt 1373 198 1595 81 1639 2719 56 0.62
c MWCNTs 1342 63 1575 51 - 2679 58 0.80
d TC14-rGO_MWCNTs 1352 91 1583 57 - 2692 60 0.64
e TC14-rGO_MWCNTs/Pt 1347 48 1573 58 - 2679 57 0.45
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in the rutile phase. A total of 14 peaks were observed in the 
range of 5°−80°, with the most intense peak representing 
plane [101] at 36.49° (PDF No.01-071-4809). Two more 
intense peaks were observed at 70.04° and 77.54°, which 
represented planes [301] and [202], respectively. Crystal-
linity measurement revealed that  TiO2 NWs possessed high 
crystallinity (89%), as confirmed by the high and sharp XRD 
pattern shown in Fig. 6a. Additionally, the crystallite size 
measured by I breadth (Table 2) showed the average size of 
21.9–56.4 nm, which was larger than that of  TiO2 NRs (the 
largest crystallite size is 31 nm) [14]. Large crystallite size 
resulted in improved electrical performance and better pho-
tovoltaic performance of  TiO2 NWs than that of  TiO2 NRs. 
In addition, the high crystallite percentage of  TiO2 NWs 
film (89%), with four selected peaks presenting consider-
ably high crystallinity percentage of approximately 97.4%, 
confirmed the good quality of synthesised film. This high 
crystallite percentage of  TiO2 NWs was also higher than that 
of  TiO2 NRs [14]. Large crystallite size and high percentage 
suggested the better performance of  TiO2 NWs than that of 
 TiO2 NRs for DSSCs application.

Fourteen additional peaks, which represented the anatase 
phase of  TiO2 NPs (PDF No.01-075-1537), were observed 

when these NPs were applied on  TiO2 NWs as the sec-
ond layer of photoanode film (Fig. 6b). The plane [101] 
located at 25.65° presented the most intense peak, which 
also became a characteristic of anatase phase. Two other 
intense and sharp anatase peaks were observed at 38.39° 
and 48.79°. The thick  TiO2 NPs completely covered the  TiO2 
NWs with good attachment, which was confirmed by the 
low rutile intensity peak originally located at 36.49° and 
70.04°. Furthermore, the anatase crystallite sizes of  TiO2 
NWs/TiO2 NPs at 25.65° and 48.79° were accurately the 
same as those presented for  TiO2 NRs-NFs/TiO2 NPs [14]. 
This result verified the consistent  TiO2 material and squee-
gee method in the fabrication of photoanode layer. The lower 
crystallite percentage of  TiO2 NWs/TiO2 NPs photoanode 
film (82.5%) than that of pure  TiO2 NWs (97.4%) may be 
due to the porous  TiO2 NPs (Fig. 2d), which was confirmed 
by the ratio between rutile and anatase phases of 17.6 and 
82.4%, respectively. This high crystallite percentage sug-
gested the high dye adsorption by  TiO2 NPs, thereby making 
them applicable in photoanode film for DSSCs application.

3.4  Current–voltage (IV) measurement

The CE thin film resistivity values determined by four-point 
probes are presented in Fig. 7. The lowest resistivity was 
achieved by Pt (0.37 Ωcm). This result was due to the high 
conductivity of Pt and its being the thinnest one among CE 
thin films. By contrast, pristine TC14-rGO film exhibited 
the highest resistivity of 3.13 Ωcm. MWCNTs, as highly 
conductive materials, presented a slightly lower resistivity 
(3.12 Ωcm) than that of TC14-rGO. When both materials 
were hybridised (TC14-rGO_MWCNTs), the resistivity 
decreased to about 2.86 Ωcm due to the incorporation of 
highly conductive MWCNTs. The resistivity was further 
decreased to 2.48 and 2.29 Ωcm when Pt was coated on top 

Fig. 6  XRD patterns of a pure  TiO2 NWs and b  TiO2 NWs/TiO2 NPs 
photoanode films

Table 2  Crystallite sizes and percentages of selected peaks of (a) 
pure  TiO2 NWs and (b)  TiO2 NWs/TiO2 NPs photoanode films (A: 
anatase, R: rutile)

No. TiO2 films Peak (°) Crystallite 
size (nm)

Crystallite 
percentage 
(%)

a TiO2 NWs 35.5−37.5 27.7 95.1
41−42 56.4 97.4
69−71.5 21.9 87.3
76−78 32.4 95.5

b TiO2 NWs/TiO2 
NPs

24.5−27 (A) 18.9 87.3

37−39 (A–R) 25.9 70.2
47−50 (A) 19.5 89.9
69−71.5 (A–R) 48.8 94.8
76−78 (A–R) 70.3 89.6
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of TC14-rGO and TC14-rGO_MWCNTs films, respectively, 
due to the high conductivity of Pt [68]. According to Fig. 7, 
the TC14-rGO/Pt graph was above the TC14-rGO_MWC-
NTs/Pt graph. This result was attributed to different film 
thicknesses, which affected the resistivity value. The resis-
tivity values of various CE thin films are summarised in 
Table 3.

3.5  UV–Vis spectrophotometer

The transmittance values of pure  TiO2 NWs,  TiO2 NWs/
TiO2 NPs photoanode films and various CE thin films are 
presented in Fig. 8a. Both  TiO2 films displayed consider-
ably low transmittance of 2.60 and 0.60% for pure  TiO2 
NWs and  TiO2 NWs/TiO2 NPs photoanode films, respec-
tively. The low transmittance percentage of pure  TiO2 NWs 
was due to the dense as-grown film with small diameter, as 
shown in FESEM images. The transmittance was further 
decreased when  TiO2 NWs were coated with  TiO2 NPs due 
to the thick yet homogeneous and highly interconnected 
 TiO2 NPs. On the contrary, various fabricated CE thin films 
presented high transmittance of more than 90% for the CE 
without Pt coating film; the values were 92.81, 90.67 and 

90.08% for TC14-rGO, MWCNTs and TC14-rGO_MWC-
NTs films, respectively. The low transmittance percentage 
of MWCNTs was probably due to the dense and bundle 
structures observed in FESEM images. When MWCNTs 
were hybridised with TC14-rGO, the transmittance was 
further decreased due to the highly stacked film. The bun-
dled MWCNTs hindered the light movement and caused a 
decrease on the transmittance value. Notably, when TC14-
rGO (TC14-rGO/Pt) was coated with Pt NPs, the transmit-
tance value increased to approximately 40.63% compared 
with that of pristine Pt (35.13%). This result indicated that 
the TC14-rGO/Pt surface morphology favours the harvest 
of incident light [69]. Additionally, the low transmittance 
percentage of TC14-rGO_MWCNTs/Pt film (34.31%) can 
be due to the bundled form of MWCNTs.

Furthermore, the optical band gap energy (Eg) based 
on Tauc’s plot exhibits lower value of  TiO2 NWs/TiO2 
NPs (2.93 eV) than that of the pure  TiO2 NWs (3.04 eV) 
(Fig. 8 b). The Eg value of  TiO2 NWs is in good agree-
ment with that of pure rutile phase  TiO2 [70]. The low 
Eg value of  TiO2 NWs/TiO2 NPs suggested the improved 
electron transport through the film, which became an 
advantage for DSSCs application. Fast electron transport 
through the device resulted in high η due to the high pho-
tovoltaic performance. Lower Eg value was observed in 
MWCNTs (4.06 eV) than that in TC14-rGO (4.07 eV), 
as shown in Fig. 8c. The difference was due to the high 
conductivity of MWCNTs materials. However, this result 
confirmed the good quality of produced rGO assisted by 
triple-tail surfactant, which showed the comparable Eg 
value with highly conductive MWCNTs. When TC14-
rGO was hybridised with MWCNTs, the Eg value was 
decreased to 4.04 eV (Fig. 8d). This decrease indicated an 
improved electron movement through the film due to the 
low resistivity of hybridised film. When TC14-rGO and 

Fig. 7  Resistivity measurements 
of various CE thin films by 
using four-point probes. (Color 
figure online)

Table 3  Resistivity values of various CE thin films

CE thin films Resistiv-
ity (Ωcm)

TC14-rGO_MWCNTs/Pt 2.29
TC14-rGO/Pt 2.48
Pt 0.37
TC14-rGO_MWCNTs 2.86
MWCNTs 3.12
TC14-rGO 3.13
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TC14-rGO_MWCNTs hybrid films were coated with Pt, 
the Eg value was decreased further to 3.99 and 3.97 eV, 
respectively (Fig. 8e). This result demonstrated that the 

most remarkable optical properties of CE thin films were 
achieved by compositing TC14-rGO, MWCNTs and Pt. 

Fig. 8  a Transmittance values of pure  TiO2 NWs,  TiO2 NWs/TiO2 NPs photoanode films and various CE thin films and b−d optical band gap 
energies (Eg) of photoanodes and CE thin films. (Color figure online)
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The transmittance and Eg values of CE thin films are sum-
marised in Table 4.

3.6  Solar simulator measurement

The solar simulator measurements of fabricated DSSCs are 
plotted as JSC–V curves and presented in Fig. 9. CE based 
on pristine TC14-rGO and MWCNTs showed the same η 
of 0.017%. The similarity was probably due to the similar 
Eg (4.06 and 4.07 eV) and resistivity (3.12 and 3.13 Ωcm), 
which affected the electron transport through the film. This 
result further confirmed the good performance of rGO film 
assisted by triple-tail TC14 surfactant, which was proven 
by the same η even when compared with highly conductive 
MWCNTs material. This result was also supported by the 
higher VOC (0.687 V) and JSC (0.214 mA/cm2) values of 
TC14-rGO than those of MWCNTs CE film, which were 
0.441 V and 0.201 mA/cm2, respectively. The wrinkled 
layer of TC14-rGO offers highly active area for electrolyte 

diffusion [13, 14, 71], thereby yielding higher VOC and JSC 
than those of cylindrical MWCNTs. In addition, the agglom-
erated MWCNTs, as observed on FESEM images, reduce 
the active area [48, 72]. Lower FF value of TC14-rGO (9.8) 
than that of MWCNTs (16.4) may be due to the lower rough-
ness factor of the sheet-shaped TC14-rGO than that of the 
agglomerated MWCNTs [73]. High diffusion resistance due 
to the low electrical conduction from the isolated aromatic 
domains on TC14-rGO basal plane also decreased the FF 
value.

When both materials were hybridised (TC14-rGO_MWC-
NTs), η was increased 94–0.033%. The hybridised mate-
rials presented higher VOC (0.752 V) and JSC (0.330 mA/
cm2) due to their larger surface areas and active sites than 
that of pristine TC14-rGO or MWCNTs. This result was 
attributed to the suppression of strong π–π interaction by 
the hybrid material, which increases the electrocatalytic 
properties [48]. The loose structure of MWCNTs in TC14-
rGO_MWCNTs structure decreases the internal resistance 
and consequently enhances the electron transport through 
the film [72]. This result was also supported by the lower Eg 
(4.04 eV) and resistivity (2.86 Ωcm) values of the hybridised 
materials than those of pristine TC14-rGO and MWCNTs. 
The conventional Pt CE film displayed a high η (1.445%) 
with VOC, JSC and FF values of 0.758 V, 3.974 mA/cm2 and 
38.8, respectively, due to the high electrical conductivity of 
material (the lowest resistivity of 0.37 Ωcm). This observa-
tion was verified by the small particle size and thin layer of 
Pt film, which further increase the electrocatalytically active 
surface area and result in fast electrolyte reduction [46].

Given the high η achieved by Pt NPs, further measure-
ment was conducted by coating TC14-rGO and TC14-rGO_
MWCNTs with these NPs. High η values were achieved 
for both coated films; TC14-rGO_MWCNTs/Pt presented 

Table 4  Transmittance and Eg values of various CE thin films

Photoanode and CE thin films Transmittance 
(%)

Band gap 
energy (Eg, 
eV)

TiO2 NWs 2.60 3.04
TiO2 NWs/TiO2 NPs 0.60 2.93
TC14-rGO_MWCNTs/Pt 34.31 3.97
TC14-rGO/Pt 40.63 3.99
Pt 35.13 -
TC14-rGO_MWCNTs 90.08 4.04
MWCNTs 90.67 4.06
TC14-rGO 92.81 4.07

Fig. 9  Solar simulator measure-
ments of DSSCs based on  TiO2 
NWs/TiO2 NPs as photoanodes 
and various CE thin films
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higher η (1.553%) than that of TC14-rGO/Pt (1.527%). The 
higher JSC values of TC14-rGO_MWCNTs/Pt (4.424 mA/
cm2) and TC14-rGO/Pt (4.096 mA/cm2) than that of pristine 
Pt (3.974 mA/cm2) showed the improved catalytic activity on 
TC14-rGO_MWCNTs/Pt and TC14-rGO/Pt CE thin films. 
This result was attributed to the high electron transfer rate 
at electrolyte and CE interface, which was probably caused 
by the high conductivity and high surface area of TC14-
rGO and TC14-rGO_MWCNTs. The remaining oxygen 
functional groups from chemical reduction and the defect 
on TC14-rGO film (indicated by high ID/IG ratio of micro-
Raman spectra) caused by oxidation and reduction process 
helped in the reduction reaction of triiodide ion on electro-
lyte. Fast reduction reaction increases the catalytic activity 
of the film and consequently increases the DSSCs efficiency 
[6, 20]. Moreover, the large surface area due to the small size 
and uniform distribution of Pt NPs coated on TC14-rGO 
and TC14-rGO_MWCNTs films increases the number of 
catalytically active sites of the film [16, 20], which provides 
an advantage in the electron transfer. The closed attachment 
of Pt on TC14-rGO and TC14-rGO_MWCNTs decreased 
the interfacial resistance between them, which resulted in 
the fast electron movement to complete one cycle of DSSCs 
process. The VOC and FF values of TC14-rGO_MWCNTs/
Pt (0.731 V and 40.3) were lower than those of TC14-rGO/
Pt (0.784 V and 41.9). VOC and FF displayed insignificant 
role in the η increment compared with that of JSC. Thus, the 
highest η was still achieved by TC14-rGO_MWCNTs/Pt CE 
film. The DSSCs photovoltaic performance is summarised 
in Table 5.

The photoanode morphology is also crucial in the DSSCs 
efficiency improvement. The utilisation of mixed-phase 
 TiO2 NWs/TiO2 NPs significantly affected the DSSCs 
photovoltaic performance. This effect was due to high dye 
adsorption, which was promoted by porous and large sur-
face area of  TiO2 NPs as the upper layer of photoanode. 
Many excited electrons were obtained after illumination, 
which increased the JSC value. The linked  TiO2 NPs shown 
on FESEM images and the optimised  TiO2 NPs thickness 
(~ 12 µm) prevented the recombination rates and reduced the 

electron diffusion length, thereby accelerating the electron 
transfer through the photoanode film [4]. This result was 
supported by the morphology and perpendicular direction of 
 TiO2 NWs, which offer the direct and fast electron transport 
pathway [5, 44, 74, 75] due to the shorter electron transfer 
rate on  TiO2 NWs than that on  TiO2 NPs.  TiO2 NWs also 
provide high light scattering ability, which further enhances 
the electron excitation [5]. The closely adhered  TiO2 NPs 
on  TiO2 NWs boundary results in low electrical resistance 
between the two layers [76], which increases the conductiv-
ity, as evidenced with the low Eg value of the fabricated 
photoanode film.

Further EIS analysis was done in order to obtain the series 
resistance (Rs), charge transfer resistance (Rct), and electron 
lifetime (τn) of the fabricated DSSCs. Based on the inset 
picture shown in Fig. 10a, the lowest Rs value (70.3 Ω) was 
achieved by TC14-rGO_MWCNTs/Pt, indicates the fastest 
interfacial electron transfer which proven to give the highest 
η (1.553%) among others CE thin film [77]. The semicircle 
diameter at high frequency region (> 1 kHz) represents the 
Rct value which related to charge transfer resistance at CE 
and electrolyte interface. The lowest Rct value (20 kΩ) was 
achieved by Pt, which can be easily understood due to its 
excellent electrocatalytic activity. However, solar simulator 
measurement shows lower Pt efficiency (1.445%) as com-
pared to TC14-rGO/Pt (1.527%) and TC14-rGO_MWC-
NTs/Pt (1.553%) CE thin films. This was believed due to 
the highest Rs value of Pt (84.1 Ω) thus slightly decreased 
the DSSCs performance. The obtained Rs and Rct values of 
the fabricated DSSCs are summarised in Table 6. Further 
investigation based on Bode phase plots (Fig. 10b) shows 
shifted phase peak towards lower frequency region, suggest-
ing longer τn which prevented the electron recombination 
thus improves DSSC performance of produced TC14-rGO_
MWCNTs/Pt film [78–81].

3.7  Electron transfer mechanism

The electron transfer mechanism through fabricated DSSCs 
is illustrated in Fig. 11. Illumination was performed from the 
back side of photoanode layer (1) to maximise the harvesting 
light efficiency, which was also supported by the high transmit-
tance of FTO substrate. The incident light directly reached the 
dyed  TiO2 layer.  TiO2 NWs achieved higher harvesting light 
efficiency than that of  TiO2 NPs. The dye molecules attached 
on  TiO2 NPs and/or  TiO2 NWs are excited electron from the 
highest occupied molecular orbitals to the lowest unoccupied 
molecular orbital in around 60 ns [76]. The excited electrons 
are subsequently injected into the conduction band of  TiO2 
NPs and/or  TiO2 NWs, which further oxidises the dye (2). 
In the present work, a high amount of excited electrons may 
have resulted from the thickness and large surface area of 
 TiO2 NPs, which can adsorb more dye molecules than those 

Table 5  Photocurrent density–voltage characteristic curves of DSSCs 
fabricated by using  TiO2 NWs/TiO2 NPs as photoanodes and various 
CE thin films

CE thin films VOC (V) JSC (mA/cm2) FF (%) η (%)

TC14-rGO_MWCNTs/Pt 0.731 4.424 40.3 1.553
TC14-rGO/Pt 0.784 4.096 41.9 1.527
Pt 0.758 3.974 38.8 1.445
TC14-rGO_MWCNTs 0.752 0.330 11.3 0.033
MWCNTs 0.441 0.201 16.4 0.017
TC14-rGO 0.687 0.214 9.8 0.017
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of  TiO2 NWs. The low amount of dye molecules adsorbed on 
 TiO2 NWs was compensated with the high harvesting light 
efficiency due to the closeness of  TiO2 NWs to the FTO sub-
strate and its rough surface, which enhanced the light scat-
tering. The excited electrons in  TiO2 NPs move by hopping 
through particles (103−106 times between particles) due to 
their morphology and finally reach the  TiO2 NWs (3) [76]. 
The  TiO2 NPs closely stacked on  TiO2 NWs without any gap, 
as shown in FESEM images (Fig. 2e), helped the electrons 
move fast to  TiO2 NWs due to the low resistance. In addi-
tion, the vertically aligned  TiO2 NWs were further accelerated, 
which provided a direct path for electron movement to the 
FTO substrate. The collected electrons on photoanode FTO 

Fig. 10  EIS analysis of DSSCs 
based on  TiO2 NWs/TiO2 NPs 
as photoanodes and various CE 
thin films

Table 6  EIS analysis of DSSCs fabricated by using  TiO2 NWs/TiO2 
NPs as photoanodes and various CE thin films

CE thin films Rs (Ω) Rct (kΩ)

TC14-rGO_MWCNTs/Pt 70.3 47.4
TC14-rGO/Pt 76.6 46.9
Pt 84.1 20.0
TC14-rGO_MWCNTs 70.7 35.6
MWCNTs 79.3 82
TC14-rGO 78.9 90
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substrate moved to the FTO substrate of CE thin film (4) and 
finally reached the electrolyte. The CE thin film morphology 
further determined the JSC value due to its role in facilitating 
electrons to the electrolyte. The high conductivity of CE thin 
film accelerated the electron transfer to the electrolyte, which 
was used for redox reaction, and regenerated the oxidised dye 
after electron excitation (5). The thin layer and crumpled-
tissue-like morphology of TC14-rGO increase the electrolyte 
diffusibility, which consequently enhances the redox reaction 
[13, 14]. This result was also supported by the large surface 
area and high electrocatalytic activity of Pt NPs and high con-
ductivity of MWCNTs. Less Pt aggregation and small parti-
cle size decrease the resistance and offer highly active surface 
area, which results in efficient electrocatalytic  I3

− reduction 
in electrolyte [6]. Fast electron transfer was also promoted by 
the MWCNTs, which connected each TC14-rGO layer. This 
was supported by EIS analysis which presents low Rs (70.3 Ω) 
and Rct (47.4 kΩ) value of TC14-rGO_MWCNTs/Pt which 
indicate the decreased of electron recombination rate thus pro-
motes facile, higher electrons movement, and relatively longer 
electron lifetime for efficient DSSCs perfomance of TC14-
rGO_MWCNTs/Pt CE thin film [82, 83]. This electron transfer 
process continued in cycle. Thus, the current flew through the 
circuit.

4  Conclusions

Hybrid CE thin film was successfully fabricated by mix-
ing TC14-rGO produced from chemical reduction process 
by utilising hyperbranched TC14 surfactant and MWCNTs 

synthesised from waste palm oil. The TC14-rGO_MWC-
NTs/Pt thin film was used as CE for DSSCs application. This 
film yielded the highest η (1.553%) among various CE thin 
films. The η of this film was 7.5% higher than that of pure Pt 
CE thin film when mixed-phase  TiO2 NWs/TiO2 NPs were 
used as photoanodes. Result confirmed that the utilisation 
of TC14-rGO_MWCNTs hybrid significantly improved the 
DSSCs photovoltaic performance. TC14 surfactant stabi-
lised and prevented rGO agglomeration. Consequently, the 
TC14-rGO_MWCNTs increased the active site areas and 
enhanced the film conductivity. Therefore, Pt consumption 
can be minimised by decreasing the Pt coating thickness, 
thereby lowering the Pt usage in future works.
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